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Press release 
 
NEFTEGAZ sends positive signals for the entire Trade 
Fair Industry 
 
Russian Oil and Gas Industries meet for twentieth edition of 
Innovation Platform live in Moscow  
 
From April 26 to 29, 2021, NEFTEGAZ, the Leading Exhibition for 
Equipment and Technologies for the Russian Oil and Gas Industries 
in Moscow, will set an important signal for the entire international 
trade fair industry: despite the pandemic-related restrictions, the 
Expocentre exhibition center will once again become a strong trading 
platform for all top decision-makers in the Russian oil and gas 
industry. Around 450 exhibitors from 19 countries will present their 
technical innovations and services to the trade visitors. The spectrum 
of products and services ranges from machinery and equipment for 
the production and processing of oil and gas deposits to offshore 
technology, transport and storage of oil and gas, measurement 
technology and safety systems as well as control procedures for 
environmental monitoring and occupational safety.  
 
For the twentieth anniversary, the organizers are looking forward to 
the re-launch of the fair and at the same time looking back on its 
successful history: "Our partner Expocentre and we are very pleased 
about the strong international exhibitor participation. Despite the 
continuing difficult travel conditions, it is enormously important for our 
customers to be live in Moscow again. They are looking forward to 
the personal exchange. This is made possible by a well thought-out 
hygiene and infection control concept because the health and safety 
of our trade visitors and exhibitors is naturally our top priority," says 
Erhard Wienkamp, Managing Director of Messe Düsseldorf. 
 
In addition to international participation, the Messe Düsseldorf Group 
is organizing an official German group stand at NEFTEGAZ, 
supported by the German Engineering Federation (VDMA). Many 
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companies, including new exhibitors, will thus have the opportunity to 
present their innovations at attractive special conditions at the 
German group stand and position themselves even more strongly in 
the Russian growth market.  
 
The leading trade fair is organized by Messe Düsseldorf, its 
subsidiary Messe Düsseldorf Moscow and the leading Russian trade 
fair company Expocentre. Among the exhibitors are small and 
medium-sized companies as well as international industry giants 
such as Burintech, CPTDC, GAZPROM, Kanex-Krohne Anlagen 
Export, Samson Controls, Techmash, Transneft, TMK and URALS 
PIPE WORKS.  
 
Held concurrently with NEFTEGAZ, experts will meet at the National 
Oil and Gas Forum in Moscow. The organizer - and patron of 
NEFTEGAZ - is the Russian Ministry of Energy. The trade visitors, 
who primarily come from Russia as well as the neighboring CIS 
countries, thus additionally benefit from a thematically diverse 
supporting program.  
 
Further information at neftegaz-online.com 
 
More information about the safety and hygiene concept at  
NEFTEGAZ 2021 Recommendations exhibitors 

 

Exhibitor contact at Messe Düsseldorf GmbH: 
Ute Wynhoff, Tel.: +49(0) 211 4560-7779  

Miriam Schellkes, Tel.: +49(0) 211 4560-7733  

 
Press contact NEFTEGAZ 2021:     
Larissa Browa     
Tel.: +49(0) 211 45 60-549    
BrowaL@messe-duesseldorf.de   
 
 
In case of publication we would be pleased to receive a copy. 
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